In Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, José Esteban Muñoz draws on "the queer utopianism [he] locate [s] within a historically specific nexus of cultural production before, around, and slightly after the Stonewall rebellion of 1969," so that he might highlight the utopian future promised within queerness (3). Muñoz's understanding of queerness is that it is never now or here, but can be "distilled from the past and used to imagine a future" (1). For Muñoz, queerness reminds us of the present's shortcomings: "a thing that lets us feel that this world is not enough, that indeed something is missing" (1). Installed in the present, but always continually pointing to the past and the future, he argues that queer aesthetics-such as, but not limited to, queer theatre and performance-allow a glimpse of potential, more progressive futures, but do not ignore the material realities of our contemporary social contexts.
Turning to the aesthetic in the case of queerness is nothing like an escape from the social realm, insofar as queer aesthetics map future social relations. Queerness is also performative because it is not simply a being but a doing for and toward the future. Queerness is essentially about the rejection of a here and now and an insistence on potentiality or concrete possibility for another world. (1) This edition of Views and Reviews is dedicated to covering Q2Q: A Symposium on Queer Theatre and Performance in Canada, which took place in Vancouver at Simon Fraser University, 20-24 July 2016. It was organized by C. E. Gatchalian, Peter Dickinson, Dalbir Singh, Jonathan Seinen, Kathleen Oliver, Maura Doherty, Robert Leveroos, and Jan Derbyshire. Unfortunately, I was not able to attend Q2Q, but based on the collection of responses gathered here, it seems that the symposium was one where queerness as Muñoz's theorizes it, especially its critical relation to what he calls the "quagmire of the present," and queer aesthetics' ability to both imagine and performatively move toward a utopian future, was discussed, theorized, and performed (Muñoz 1).
Gathered here are reflections on the symposium by organizers and participants. By being both critical of the present and optimistically hopeful about the possibilities of the future, each piece enacts Muñoz's sense of queerness. This is certainly the case for the section's first two pieces, written by Q2Q organizers, C. E. Gatchalian and Peter Dickinson. In their articles, Gatchalian and Dickinson consider the symposium's motivations, its inception, and its outcomes-all of which invite a queer critical relation to the present that echoes Muñoz. Quoting the call for papers, Gatchalian asks, "In an era of same-sex marriage, anti-retrovirals, and sex-positive, anti-bullying campaigns, what does Canadian queer performance still need to get angry about? Is there a danger in becoming too complacent?" He sees a continuing activist spirit in the work of theatre artists and queer activists who gathered for the symposium, suggesting that participants in the symposium engaged "in difficult, painful conversations" and that "despite greater assimilation, the queer community's activist, combative streak-so instrumental in making possible the dramatic social changes the last four decades-is alive and well." Similar to Gatchalian, Dickinson suggests that part of the symposium's remit was to ask, "in a climate of increasing 'homonormativity' and economic austerity, how can we continue to enable and support the production of queer work that is also feminist, sex-positive, anti-racist, and avowedly activist?" While Dickinson concedes that consensus on these issues was not always reached-and that there was not an insignificant amount of dissensus-there is no doubt about the value of the discourse that emerged from Q2Q's various provocations.
In "Hybrid between a Subjective and Critical Reflection on Q2Q: Symposium on Queer Theatre and Performance," Fay Nass uses her experience of the symposium to examine how her various identities intersect-and intersect differently-at different times and in differing contexts. A Vancouver-based writer, director, multi-disciplinary artist and scholar, Nass considers her identities as a queer woman of colour living in Canada, giving account of the Views and Reviews ctr 171 summer 2017
Editorial: Queering Our Futures | VIEWS AND REVIEWS dynamics of white supremacy and patriarchy from her perspective. But Nass also draws readers' attention to the constitution of identity within particular national and geographic contexts when she writes about her experience of living in Iran, where, despite being a queer woman in a patriarchal and homophobic culture, she was "unaware of the privileges I had" in a country where she was a native speaker, shared the same skin tone and cultural origins of the majority, and "lived a financially comfortable life in an able body."
The geographically contextualized intersectionality that Nass emphasizes resonates with Amal Rana's article, "Exploring Intersectionality at Q2Q." Specifically, Rana reflects on an event called "Intersecting," a day-long session she facilitated for the Queer and Trans, Indigenous, Black, and other theatre and performance artists of colour who participated in Q2Q. For Rana, this event was important and beneficial because it provided opportunity for Queer, Trans, Indigenous, Black Persons of Colour (QTIBPOC) artists to meet in "an all too rare space that decentered whiteness," and was "designed by and for QTIBPOC artists." The artists gathered at "Intersecting" drafted four recommendations for Q2Q, which have been circulated subsequently, and which are also published here.
As part of the symposium, queer artists participated in a series of round table discussions and were asked to contribute and discuss artists' statements that described aspects or issues relevant to their artistic practice. Included here is an edited version of Vancouver-based actor and playwright Berend McKenzie's statement, as well as a reflection on his experience at Q2Q that he has written for this issue of CTR. In his artist's statement, McKenzie discusses the impetus that prompted him to write and perform his play NGGRFG, and recounts how the play went from production at the Vancouver Fringe Festival to touring to schools and theatres across the country. McKenzie's play explores a young man's "successes and challenges being black and gay," and his reflection published here describes the powerful reactions audiences-especially young audiences-had to its performance. McKenzie also considers his experience attending Q2Q, which was for him a kind of rollercoaster ride of thoughts and feelings that have inspired him to begin work on a new play.
Playwright, performer, columnist, and producer Katie Sly responds to her experience at the Q2Q with the question: "Are we family?" She was originally confronted with the question when she attended MIX NYC, a queer arts festival whose byline for its 2015 incarnation was "We're family no matter what." Sly writes that this question kept popping into her mind throughout Q2Q. This was the case because over the course of the symposium issues of differing generations, of privilege and oppression, of dominance and marginalization-especially as experienced by Queers of colour and Trans people-and the ways all of these identities intersect in real human beings were central to the discussion. In her piece, Sly interrogates the need for queer community and queer family by considering these in relation to the concurrent need to confront the complex realities of our often different and divergent queer lives.
The section ends with a reflection on Q2Q by Moynan King and another artist's statement by Sunny Drake. With "Twenty-Six Observations on a Queer Theatre Conference," King takes a poetic approach to both recounting and to considering her experience at Q2Q. In these twenty-six short statements, King provides evocative snapshots that succinctly convey insights gained and questions arising from Q2Q in a format that queerly invites the reader to contemplation and interpretation. With "To Blow or Not to Blow? Thoughts about Self-censorship," Drake examines the nature of interacting with various demographically and culturally diverse audiences. Drake uses practical examples from his career touring performances across Canada and internationally to illustrate when and why he decided to alter one of his performances for the sake of engagement with a specific audience, as well as the dangers inherent in such moments of self-censorship. He concludes that the interaction between audience and artist-performer is always complex and that perils of self-censorship for queer artists are very real.
Reading these accounts of Q2Q, I am reminded of both the potential and the difficulties that have always characterized the formulations, relations, and enactments of queerness. Following Muñoz's lead, I look back to the early 1990s, when the term "queer" was first being recuperated and redeployed by artists, activists, and intellectuals as a way to understand our present, and the issues and ideas raised by Q2Q. Writing at this time, Eve Kosofsky Sedgewick argued that, the most exciting recent work around "queer" spins the term outward along dimensions that can't be subsumed under gender and sexuality at all: the ways that race, ethnicity, postcolonial nationality criss-cross with these and other identityconstituting, identity-fracturing discourses, for example. Intellectuals and artists of colour whose sexual self-definition includes "queer"-I think of an Isaac Julien, a Gloria Anzaldua, a Richard Fung-are using the leverage of "queer" to do a new kind of justice to the fractal intricacies of language, skin, migration, state. Thereby, the gravity (I mean the gravitas, the meaning, but also the centre of gravity) of the term "queer" itself deepens and shifts, as well. (8) (9) While the here and now of theatre and performance in Canada is desperately wanting, and these shortfalls were expressed and interrogated in various forms at Q2Q, it would seem that what the symposium provided was spaces for shifting and deepening what we mean by queer theatre, performance, and community, for the articulation and doing of new kinds of justice, and for offering and imagining new possibilities for much queerer futures.
Congratulations to all involved in organizing and enacting Q2Q: A Symposium on Queer Theatre and Performance in Canada. 
